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The Motivation

Segmentation is a simplified representation of an image. Could it
be used in recognition? If so, how?

Need for stable and repeatable features from segmentation maps

Lack of robust unsupervised evaluation methods for
segmentations

Main Contributions

Segmentation-based interest point detector for extraction of
features for matching and recognition

Unsupervised evaluation algorithm for segmentations

Segmentation Algorithms Under Scrutiny The Evaluation Approach

Results

A Perceptual Example

The objects can be easily spotted in these three images
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Input Image

State-Of-The-Art

Interest Point Detectors

Intensity-based methods like
Harris and Hessian Laplace5

Evaluations of Segmentation Methods

Upper Bound Performance7 which measures
how well segments adhere to the ground-truth
foregrounds:

Interest Points From Segmentation Maps

Extracted Interest Points

What features can approximate well segmentation maps?

Ellipses fitted into segments (yellow)
with correspondences projected from
another image (black)

Boundary-based corner features (yellow)
with correspondences projected from
another image (black)

The Designed Detectors

Segment-based ellipse detector

Boundary-based corner detector

Correspondence5 if:

- overlap error less than 0.3 (ellipses)

- centre position error < 4px (corners)

Repeatability5:

- correspondences/

Confusion:

- multiple corresp./total corresp.

Scale of observation

Under- Well- Over-
segmented

Dataset and image changes5:

- 8 reference images

- 8x6 consecutively distorted images

- blur, zoom, rotation, light, affine

Repeatability:

- Watershed (WA) yields the best scores on the structured scenes

- Mean Shift (MS) is 2nd best on the structured scenes and first best
on strongly textured views

- Corners achieve higher repeatability than region-based ellipses

Matching with SIFT:

- Segmentation-based corner detector yields better results than
Hessian-Laplace (by 15% on average)

- Confusion scores of Hessian-Laplace were high

Classification on PASCAL VOC 08 (tested on validation set)8

- Watershed (WA) challenges the dense sampling with 2.3x less features

- With 1.3x less features than dense sampling it reaches MAP 36.01%

Conclusions:

- Segmentations and interest point detectors were unified

- Segmentations convey salient, repeatable and unique information

Input Image A Segmentation Map A Polygonal Approximation

Region-based, e.g. Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER)6
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